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QA-Share: Toward an Efficient QoS-Aware Dispatching

Approach for Urban Taxi-Sharing

QIANG MA, ZHICHAO CAO, KEBIN LIU, and XIN MIAO, Tsinghua University

Taxi-sharing allows occupied taxis to pick up new passengers on the fly, promising to reduce waiting time

for taxi riders and increase productivity for drivers. However, it becomes more difficult to strike the balance

between a driver’s profit and a passenger’s quality of service (QoS). In this article, we propose QA-Share, a

QoS-aware taxi-sharing system, by addressing two important challenges. First, QA-Share maximizes driver

profit and user experience at the same time. Second, QA-Share optimizes these two metrics by dynamically

adapting its schedule as new requests arrive. To address these two challenges, we formulated the optimization

problem using integer linear programming and derived the optimal solution under a small system scale.

Moreover, we also designed a heuristic algorithm to deal with the situation where more passenger requests

for taxi service come at the same time. We evaluate our approach with a real-world dataset in a Chinese

city—Zhenjiang—that contains the GPS traces recorded by more than 3,000 taxis during a period of 3 months.

The results show that both QoS and profit increase by 38% compared to the current schemes. Moreover, as

the first study that has conducted simulations with real traces with a population of 3 million and 3,000 taxis,

we prove that taxi-sharing is a viable approach in a medium-size city.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In modern cities, taxis are playing an increasingly important role in supporting people’s commutes.

According to a survey conducted in New York City [1], more than 100 taxi companies operate more

than 13,000 taxis in New York, delivering 660,000 passengers every day. They convey more than

25% of the passengers, accounting for 45% of the total transit fares. Although important, today’s

taxi system is far from being efficient: a common problem is that people often have difficulty

in hailing a taxi during rush hours, whereas occupied taxis may still have available seats. This
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Fig. 1. Example showing the two challenges.

inefficiency becomes much worse in countries and areas that are still in the process of urbanization,

where the city population is increasing at a faster rate than the number of taxis.

This problem has attracted some attention in recent years, resulting in a proposed solution called

ride-sharing, in which people share a taxi with others who have similar itineraries and schedules.

When a new passenger request arrives, the taxi-sharing server will try to dispatch a taxi to satisfy

the new request while serving its existing requests (if any). Taxi-sharing has to track passenger

requests and taxi locations on a real-time basis, both of which are highly dynamic and hard to

predict, thus posing great challenges to the underlying system.

Several taxi-sharing schemes have been proposed in the literature (e.g., [2–6]). However, they all

fall short of the requirements of a scalable taxi-sharing system that serves real-time user requests.

For example, CoRide [4] focuses on static scenarios in which passengers and taxis are at the same

pick-up location (e.g., an airport). When a new request arrives, CoRide simply inserts the request

to the end of an occupied taxi’s schedule or arranges an empty taxi. However, T-Share [5] considers

dynamic scenarios, but its scheduling is rather simplistic. For each new request, it simply assigns

the taxi with the minimum additional driving distance, without considering the quality of service

(QoS) for the passengers in the chosen taxi. Once a sharing schedule is made, it remains unchanged

even though a new schedule may be more efficient.

In this study, we aim to improve the state-of-the-art taxi-sharing strategies by addressing two

important challenges. The first challenge we target is to find a balance between enhancing QoS

for passengers (e.g., travel time, number of strangers that share a taxi) and maximizing profits for

taxi drivers. As an example, in a traditional non-sharing taxi service, greedy drivers may choose

a longer route to increase their own profits, extending the passenger’s travel time. In a sharing

system, if no care is taken, a passenger’s QoS will be hurt even more. People choose to take taxis for

a comfortable, door-to-door service. By sharing a taxi with strangers, passengers may not only feel

a loss of privacy but also have to take a longer route in many cases, which may severely undermine

their motivation for participating in taxi-sharing. Figure 1(a) illustrates our aforementioned point.

As shown, a request R1 arrives with pick-up location P and destination location O . The dashed

lines represent the planned routes of taxi A and taxi B. Both CoRide [4] and T-Share [5] choose

taxi A to serve the request because of its shorter detour distance. Clearly, this selection does not

take into consideration passengers’ QoS preferences—it affects three existing passengers on taxi

A, whereas the selection of taxi B will only affect one existing passenger.
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Another challenge we target is the dynamic nature of taxi-sharing, due to dynamically arriving

requests. For example, in Figure 1(b), after scheduling taxi B to serve request R1, let us assume that

the dispatching system receives an urgent request R2 from pick-up location Q to the destination

O . In this case, taxi A is too far away to serve R2, and taxi B is going to be too late for R2 if it has to

serve R1 first. Therefore, a better choice is to dynamically update the schedule such that taxi B goes

directly to serve R2, whereas taxi A goes to serve R1. Dynamically updating schedules is a very

challenging problem, because one needs to deal with a large number of requests and avoid such

situations where taxis keep doubling back in direction owing to the dynamic updates in schedules.

To address these challenges, we propose an efficient and scalable QoS-aware dispatching ap-

proach for taxi-sharing, referred to as QA-Share. In this article, QoS refers to the waiting time for a

taxi, the traveling time to the destination, and the number of strangers who will share the taxi. We

propose a taxi-sharing model such that the QoS of passengers and the profit of drivers are maxi-

mized at the same time. We formally define the taxi-sharing dispatching problem, which is shown

to be NP-hard. We then provide optimal dispatching solutions with integer linear programming

(ILP) for a small number of requests. When the number of requests becomes sufficiently large, we

propose a heuristic online algorithm to speed up the scheduling process. We design a map cluster-

ing algorithm and build indexes of taxi locations. Based on the indexes, a fast taxi searching and

scheduling algorithm is then discussed. We also design a dynamic update mechanism to reschedule

the taxi-sharing on the fly as new requests arrive.

We conduct trace-driven simulation with a realistic dataset in a Chinese city—Zhenjiang—that

contains the GPS traces recorded by more than 3,000 taxis during a period of 3 months. The detailed

evaluation results show that compared to earlier works, the QoS and profit is increased by 38%.

Compared to the ground truth, the fraction of requests that get served is increased by up to 200%.

To sum up, the key contributions of this work are threefold:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that proposes a taxi-sharing service that

maximizes the QoS of passengers and the profit of drivers.

• We give optimal dispatching solutions by ILP. We also propose heuristic algorithms to speed

up the process and a dynamic update mechanism to further maximize profit.

• This is the first study that conducts simulations with traces from a city with a population

of 3 million, showing that taxi-sharing is viable in a medium city.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the system overview. Sec-

tion 3 describes the pre-processing stage including map decomposition and clustering. Section 4

explains the online processing algorithms for taxi scheduling. Section 5 evaluates the performance

of QA-Share in real-world traces. Section 6 reviews the state-of-the-art work and is followed by

the conclusion in Section 7.

2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

2.1 Motivation

In developed countries, almost every adult owns a private car for daily commute. In developing

countries, however, taxis and other public transportation are popular for daily activities, as it is

too expensive to drive a private car. The increasing pursuit of life quality leads to a large taxi

market in dense urban areas in developing countries. We focus on such a large-scale taxi market,

where requests would have different arbitrary pickup and delivery locations. According to Tao [7],

people usually do not book a taxi hours before. Thus, requests would be dynamic such that they

may appear to the dispatching system in real time, and the dispatching system should be able to

adjust the schedule of a proper taxi dynamically.
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2.1.1 Benefits of Taxi-Sharing. From the point of view of passengers, taxi-sharing combines

the advantages of traditional taxi service (e.g., comfortable, door-to-door transportation, flexible)

with the ones of public transportation (e.g., reduced cost, social communication). From the point

of view of taxi drivers, taxi-sharing helps to serve more passengers and earn more money even

though they charge less on each single passenger. As for the society and environment, taxi-sharing

would relieve traffic congestion, save energy consumption, and reduce air pollution. The many

advantages have sharpened the urge for a large-scale, robust, and off-the-shelf taxi-sharing system.

Actually, in China, ad hoc taxi-sharing has a long history, as it brings profit to the drivers. Some

drivers would frequently stop and ask on-road passengers whether they would share a taxi or not.

A taxi-sharing system can solve these unnecessary and tedious queries.

2.1.2 Passenger Sensitivity for Service Quality. According to a taxi-sharing survey taken in

Beijing of 274 interviewees [8], the key concerns about taxi-sharing are (1) the prolonged travel

time (64%), (2) difficulty in finding passengers to carpool (50%), and (3) being unable to print du-

plicated receipts for all passengers (50%).

2.1.3 Challenges of Taxi-Sharing. Next we discuss the three challenges in implementing a large-

scale taxi-sharing service in the current taxi networks.

Tradeoff between service quality and profit. People choose to transport by taxi for comfortable,

door-to-door service. They will, however, not only get an uncomfortable feeling but also will make

a detour to pick up or deliver other passengers when choosing to share a taxi with strangers.

The service quality will be further harmed when selfish taxi drivers just aim to earn more money

without considering the riding time of passengers. High profit with low service quality will weaken

passengers’ motivation for ride-sharing. Thus, we need to provide a taxi-sharing service, which

would optimize both service quality and profit.

Real-time response for large-scale online requests. Thousands of taxis are driving in the city area

day and night, and they will upload detailed information to a centralized dispatching system. such

as locations and how many seats are available. However, a large number of requests should be

served in real time. A centralized dispatching system should search a suitable taxi from a large

dataset of taxis and schedule a route for the taxi in a big graph (i.e., a city map).

Pricing scheme. The taxi-sharing service should notify passengers with fare details when they

arrive at the destination. To motivate taxi-sharing, a reasonable pricing scheme should have the

following properties: (1) an individual passenger would pay less money compared to taking a taxi

alone, (2) on-taxi passengers would pay less when more passengers get aboard, (3) drivers will earn

more money than driving without ride-sharing, and (4) drivers will earn more when taking more

taxi-sharing passengers. In addition, what should be done in the situation when several friends

want to take a taxi together? Should we charge them separately or as a whole?

2.2 System Architecture

Figure 2 sketches the architecture of QA-Share, which consists of three major players: passengers,

taxi drivers, and a dispatching server. Table 1 describes the notations and symbols in this work.

2.2.1 Passengers. As shown in Figure 2 (bottom right), passengers send delivery requests to

the dispatching server. A delivery request R contains the following attributes: the contact phone

number, number of passengers R.n, pick-up location R.pl , pick-up time window R.pw , drop-off lo-

cation R.dl , and drop-off deadline R.dt . Here, the pick-up time window R.pw is the interval during

which the passenger needs to be picked up. Immediately after submitting a request, the passen-

ger receives feedback from the server, including the estimated pick-up time, estimated drop-off
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Fig. 2. System architecture.

Table 1. Summary of Symbols

G (N ,E) A road network

R A passenger request for taxi service

R.pl The pick-up location of R
R.dl The drop-off location of R
R.pw = [R.pw .e,R.pw .l] The pick-up time window of R
R.dt The delivery deadline of R
R.d The arrival delay of R
R.n The number of passengers of R
R.t The number of tips of R
R. f The basic ride fare of R
V The taxi status

V .s The current schedule of V
V .n The number of available seats of V
V .l The current location of V
C A region in road network

C .m The landmark of C
C .Lc The list of regions nearby C
C .Lt The taxi IDs ordered by the time entering C

time, and estimated fee. The estimated fee may not be the final price. For example, when passen-

gers share a taxi with more passengers, the price will decrease. Note that we use the algorithm

proposed in Wang et al. [9] to estimate travel time between two locations, which has an aver-

age estimation error of 0.4 min/km. Based on the travel distance and average estimation error, we

calculate the overall error ϵ . For simplicity, we use R.dt to denote the updated delivery deadline.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of three common decay functions.

Overall, to guarantee the user’s QoS, the passenger is allowed to actively propose the upper and

lower limits of the slide window. At the same time, we calculate the traffic time, which is used to

determine whether the driver can meet the basic time guarantee of all users. QA-Share also accepts

requests that prefer exclusive taxi usage, and at the same time, it encourages taxi-sharing through

an attractive pricing mode. In our model, taxi fares consist of two parts: the basic taxi fare R. f and

tips R.t , which we explain in detail next.

Basic taxi fare. Based on the existing taxi-sharing pricing scheme and T-Share [5], the basic taxi

fare in our model, if participating in taxi-sharing, is ρ f0, where f0 is the taxi fare pre-computed

by multiplying unit price and the distance of the shortest path to deliver the passenger. ρ is the

fare discount parameter, usually set as 0.6. Compared to traditional non-sharing pricing schemes

that are based on the travel distance of the taxi, our model ensures that drivers will not make

unnecessary detours to make profit.

Tips. In developed countries such as the United States, people often pay tips for taxi services,

whereas people in developing countries rarely pay tips. However, recently, considering that it is

becoming increasingly difficult to hail a taxi, passengers are more inclined to offer a tip to attract

a taxi. For example, in Beijing, many people have started to offer tips through taxi hailing apps.

In QA-Share, passengers are encouraged to pay tips according to their QoS requirements, such

as how much extra delay one can tolerate and the maximum number of people one is willing to

share a taxi with. In this article, we focus our discussion on travel delay. The number of passengers

can be somehow inferred in travel delay: the more passengers with different itineraries, the more

travel delay each individual passenger may experience.

As far as delay is concerned, the tip amount is a decay function of the delay. Passengers can

choose a decay function by themselves. Exponential decay (R.t = αe−λ∗R .d ), polynomial decay

(R.t = α − β ∗ R.dλ), and linear decay (R.t = α − β ∗ R.d) are common functions to model the de-

caying process. Figure 3(a) shows a few example decay functions. In this study, about the choice

of decay function, we surveyed 129 people who have different taxiing habits, such as taxiing every

day to work or only taxiing to the airport or station occasionally. These people also have different

occupations, such as being teachers, students, financial workers, IT programmers, and blue collar

workers. As expected, 107 people chose the linear decay function due to its simplicity. In addi-

tion, compared to the other two decay functions, linear function is much easier for passengers to

understand and calculate.
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Fig. 4. Map decomposition and clustering.

As a result, we focus on the linear function in the remainder of this article. In the linear decay

function, the first parameter is the maximum tip a passenger is willing to pay (when the taxi does

not cause any delay), and the second parameter is the deduction amount when the passenger is

delayed by 1 minute. Note that passengers usually do not pay a tip more than (1 − ρ) f0, in which

case they would rather choose to ride alone.

2.2.2 Drivers. As shown in Figure 2 (bottom left), taxi drivers upload their GPS data to the

server with a fixed rate and receive new driving routes from the server when a route update is

available. As smart phones are ubiquitous today, and on-vehicle energy is available to charge

phones, we assume drivers can use smart phones to interact with the server. We also assume the

taxi drivers follow the driving routes scheduled by the dispatching server because our dispatching

strategy aims to maximize the expected profit of the drivers.

2.2.3 Server. As shown in Figure 2 (top), the backend dispatching server is mainly in charge

of (1) receiving requests from passengers, (2) obtaining taxi status updates, (3) scheduling routes

to serve the passengers, and (4) estimating fares for passengers. The server’s processing has two

stages: pre-processing and online processing.

3 PRE-PROCESSING

In the pre-processing stage, we first represent a two-dimensional city area using a graph G (N ,E).
We then design a geographic clustering algorithm to divide the graphG (N ,E) intok regions, which

facilitates fast estimation of travel time between two locations, as well as an index construction in

the online stage.

3.1 Map Decomposition

As shown in Figure 4(a), we first discretize the terrain of a city, which is a continuous two-

dimensional area, into a graph G (N ,E) (a.k.a. digital map), where N represents locations with

latitude/longitude coordinates and E represents paths between any two locations [10, 11]. For each

edge, we also estimate the travel time of the corresponding road segment, and we can represent

a long street using multiple edges. Quite a few studies looked at constructing digital maps from

vehicle trajectories. Almost all of these traditional approaches aim at modeling the travel time for

a particular link rather than modeling an entire trajectory, and several studies [12, 13] looked at

estimating traffic conditions on the edges inG. In this work, we use the regression algorithm pro-

posed in Idé and Sugiyama [13] to estimate a static transition speed on each edge. We can easily

ACM Transactions on Sensor Networks, Vol. 16, No. 2, Article 17. Publication date: January 2020.
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ALGORITHM 1: LandmarkGeneration

Input: A road network G (N ,E), historical pick-up locations H , number of landmarks k , a travel time

threshold r
Output: Landmarks L

1: Count[ ]← 0;

2: foreach pick-up location h ∈ H do

3: Find nearest two node n1,n2 ∈ N for h
4: Count[n1]++; Count[n2]++;

5: CountFreq[ ]← Count[ ];

6: foreach node n ∈ N do

7: foreach nn near n do

8: CountFreq[n] += Count[nn];

9: Sort (CountFreq);

10: for i = 1 to k do

11: Denote the most dense node nm = CountFreq.max ();

12: L.append(nm );

13: foreach nn near nm do

14: CountFreq[nn] -= Count[nm];

SortUpdate(CountFreq);

extend our work to a dynamic traffic scenario by considering time-dependent trajectory regression

algorithms such as the one discussed in Zheng and Ni [12].

3.2 Map Clustering

To search for the shortest paths in a weighed graph is rather complex, and we choose to cluster

the graph to simplify travel time estimation between any two locations. In this work, we devise a

clustering algorithm to split the road network G (N ,E) into separate landmark regions.

Definition 1 (Landmark). A landmark is a node n ∈ N such that the number of pick-up locations

near n is above a threshold. Here we say two locations are near if the travel time between them is

smaller than a threshold r .

We use Algorithm 1 to generate k landmarks from past pick-up locations. The main reason to

cluster the graph by landmarks is that we can easily find a nearby reference location for pick-up

locations and reduce the expected estimation error. We form a cluster for each landmark and merge

other nodes to the cluster with shortest travel time to the corresponding landmark, as explained

in Algorithm 2. Figure 4(b) shows a result of clustering a city area, where each color represents

a cluster. We associate an estimation error Ci .err for each cluster Ci , which is the longest travel

time between Ci ’s landmark and any node in Ci .

One challenge in this process stems from the fact that cluster regions have irregular shapes.

Given a lat/lon coordinate, it is sometimes hard to tell which region it falls in. To address this

challenge, we partition the city area into small grids (100 × 100 m2 in our experiment) and map

each grid to the cluster that covers most of the grid area. As such, given a lat/lon coordinate, we

first map the location to a grid and then map the grid to a cluster. This process runs in O (1) time.

We also pre-compute the shortest travel time (denoted byTi j ) between each landmark pairCi .m
and Cj .m. The results are saved in a distance matrix T . Now imagine that each geographic point

collapses to the nearest landmark. Given two nodes in clustersCi andCj , the estimated travel time

t is bounded by Equation (1):
|t −Ti j | ≤ Ci .err +Cj .err . (1)

Using this novel travel time estimation approach, we avoid the expensive shortest path calculation.
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ALGORITHM 2: RoadNetworkClustering

Input: A road network G (N ,E), landmarks L
Output: Road network clusters C

1: foreach n ∈ N do

2: Find the closest landmark Ci .m for n.

3: Mark the closest distance as dmin

4: Ci .append(n);

5: if dmin > Ci .err then

6: Ci .err = dmin ;

4 ONLINE PROCESSING

In the online processing stage, the server tracks each taxi’s trajectory, and processes new requests

such that the weighted sum of QoS and the sum of profit are both maximized. If the number of

requests is small, we formulate the problem as an ILP problem and derive the optimal solution.

However, this approach does not scale to a large number of requests. When the request number

becomes sufficiently large, we devise a heuristic two-phase scheduling algorithm. In the algorithm,

we (1) build an index structure based on map clustering to facilitate efficient search of candidate

taxis, (2) calculate the fare for each candidate taxi, (3) construct a weighted bipartite graph between

taxis and requests, and (4) match taxis with requests based on maximum matchings in the bipartite

graph.

4.1 Problem Formulation

We use R = {R1, . . . ,Rn } to denote the set of requests at present and V = {V1, . . . ,Vm } to de-

note the set of on-road taxis. We define the real-time taxi-sharing problem in a complete di-

rected graph G = (N ,A), where N = O ∪ P ∪ D, O = {1, . . . ,m}, P = {m + 1, . . . ,m + n}, and D =
{m + n + 1, . . . ,m + 2n}. P and D denote pick-up locations {R1.pl , . . . ,Rn .pl } and drop-off lo-

cations {R1.dl , . . . ,Rn .dl }, respectively, whereas O represents the current locations of m taxis

{V1.l , . . . ,Vm .l }. A is the set of directed arcs for any pair of (i, j ) ∈ N , and the arc (i, j ) ∈ A is

associated with an estimated travel time ti j , which is calculated using the travel time estimation

algorithm discussed in Wang et al. [9] and He et al. [14].

We assume each taxi has the same capacity c (i.e., number of seats). Each vertex i ∈ N is associ-

ated with a load qi such that qi ≥ 0 for i ∈ O ∪ P and qi = −qi+n for i ∈ P . We use load to represent

the number of passengers of a request. The load at a pick-up location is positive, whereas the load

at a drop-off location is negative. A time window [ei , li ] is associated with node i ∈ P ∪ D, where

ei and li represent the earliest and latest time at which service may begin at node i . For each vertex

i ∈ D, we use βi to denote the tip parameter β of the corresponding request Ri−m−n . For each arc

(i, j ) ∈ A and each vehicle k ∈ V , let xk
i j = 1 if vehicle k is scheduled to travel from node i to node

j; otherwise, xk
i j is 0. For each node i ∈ N and each vehicle k ∈ V , letT k

i be the time when k arrives

at node i , and let Qk
i be the load of vehicle k after visiting node i .

As described earlier, if our problem meets the next conditions, (1)m = n, (2) the pick-up locations

of n requests are very far, and each of them is very closed to a certain taxi, (3) the requests are sent

to the server one by one seamlessly. Then this problem can be proved as a generalization of the

traveling salesman problem with Time Window, which has already been proved to be NP-complete.

Thus, our taxi-sharing problem is NP-hard.

4.2 Optimal Solution

We solve the optimal solution for the preceding formulation through ILP.
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Next we introduce the constraints of ILP:

• The flow out of the original location of each taxi is at most one, to make sure that the taxi

k serves no more than one request at any time. If the value is zero, the taxi k does not take

any request yet, and the capacity remains c; otherwise, that means it is serving one request.
∑

j ∈N

xk
k, j ≤ 1 ∀k ∈ V (2)

• All flows entering a pick-up location will eventually leave the location (Equation (3)), to

make sure that a taxi would always leave a pick-up location.
∑

j ∈N

xk
ji =
∑

j ∈N

xk
i j ∀i ∈ P ,k ∈ V (3)

• The flow of all taxis out of a pick-up location is one (Equation (4)), which means that only

one taxi is scheduled to serve the request. Remember that we create several nodes in the

directed graph G, even if several requests share the same pick-up location. The same taxi

also traverses the corresponding drop-off location (Equation (5)).
∑

k ∈V

∑

j ∈N

xk
i j = 1 ∀i ∈ P (4)

∑

j ∈N

xk
i j =
∑

j ∈N

xk
j,i+n ∀i ∈ P ,k ∈ V (5)

• According to that xk
i j = 1 if vehicle k is scheduled to travel from node i to node j, the flow

entering a destination should be larger than the departing flow:
∑

j ∈N

xk
ji ≥
∑

j ∈N

xk
i j ∀i ∈ D,k ∈ V . (6)

• As T k
i is the time when k arrives at node i , the consistency of arrival time at nodes is con-

strained by Equation (7). The arrival time at each node is in the required interval (Equa-

tion (8)), and the arrival time at the pick-up node is earlier than the corresponding drop-off

node (Equation (9)). Thus, we can make sure that the service time is between the time win-

dows, and the arrival time of a destination location is after the one of a pick-up location.

T k
j ≥
(
T k

i + ti j

)
xk

i j ∀i ∈ N , j ∈ N ,k ∈ V (7)

ei ≤ T k
i ≤ li ∀i ∈ P ∪ D,k ∈ V (8)

T k
i ≤ T k

n+i ∀i ∈ P ,k ∈ V (9)

• Qk
i represents the load of vehicle k after visiting node i . We constrain the number of pas-

sengers on the taxi (Equation (10)), which is not to exceed the taxi capacity (Equation (11)).

Qk
j =
(
Qk

i + qj

)
xk

i j ∀i ∈ N , j ∈ N ,k ∈ V (10)

Qk
i ≤ c ∀i ∈ N ,k ∈ V (11)

Equations (7) and (10) are not linear. Inspired by Cordeau [15], we introduce constants Mk
i j and

W k
i j such that these constraints can be made linear:

T k
j ≥ T k

i + ti j −Mk
i j

(
1 − xk

i j

)
∀i ∈ V , j ∈ V ,k ∈ K , (12)

Qk
j = Q

k
i + qj −W k

i j

(
1 − xk

i j

)
∀i ∈ V , j ∈ V ,k ∈ K . (13)

These constraints are validated by setting Mk
i j ≥ max {0, li + ti j − ej } andW k

i j ≥ min{c, c + qi }.
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Fig. 5. Index of taxis.

In the taxi-sharing problem, we have two objective functions. The first one is to maximize the

profit of the drivers. The profit consists of basic taxi fare and the tips. As discussed in Section 2.2.1,

the basic taxi fare is the same when the request is served by different drivers or with different

traveling time. Therefore, we only need to maximize the tips:

max
∑

i ∈D

�
�
αi − βi

�
�

∑

k

T k
i − ei

�
�
�
�
. (14)

The second objective is to maximize the QoS of passengers, which is quantified as the sum of

weighted delay time of passengers:

min
∑

i ∈D

βi

∑

k ∈V
T k

i . (15)

As αi and ei are constant in the problem model, these two objective functions are consistent with

each other. In other words, we could maximize the profit of drivers and the QoS of passengers at

the same time. These two objectives are both related to the delay time, which is quite reasonable

in real life. Commonly, less delay means better QoS and more tips. For simplicity, we use profit to

quantify the QoS in the following part of this article. When we have a small number of requests

and taxis, we can solve this ILP formulation with a branch and cut algorithm.

4.3 Heuristic Taxi-Sharing Algorithm

Our dispatching system aims to respond to requests within a short delay. Solving the proposed

ILP problem is too time consuming when we have a large number of requests, thus rendering

the system unable to serve the requests on the fly. In this case, instead of obtaining the global

optimal schedule, we propose a heuristic approach that reduces the problem space by focusing on

the taxis in the requested region. To locate taxis in a certain location, we need to build efficient

index structures to facilitate location-based taxi search.

Index. To facilitate fast taxi search, we build an index structure based on the pre-computed clus-

ters. Specifically, for each cluster Ci , we maintain a nearby taxi list Ci .Lt and a nearby cluster list

Ci .Lc , as illustrated in Figure 5. Here,Ci .Lc consists of a list of nearby clusters, sorted in ascending

order of the travel time from Ci . This list is static and can be pre-computed. The taxi list Ci .Lt

records the IDs of taxis that are to arrive at Ci in the near future, as well as the estimated arrival

time. The taxis inCi .Lt are sorted in the ascending order of the arrival times, and this list is updated

dynamically.

Candidate taxi search algorithm. Next we describe our taxi search algorithm, which is to find a

set of candidate taxis that are suited to serve the standing requests—candidates should be able to
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ALGORITHM 3: Candidate Taxi Searching Algorithm

Input: A road network G (N ,E), indexes of taxis C .Lc and C .Lt , requests R, and the distance matrix T .

Output: Candidate taxis to serve each request R
1: foreach R ∈ R do

2: Find resident cluster Ci for R.pl ;
3: foreach taxi V ∈ Ci .Lt do

4: if V arrive Ci before request deadline R.pw .l
and V .n > R.n then

5: Mark V as candidate for R;

6: foreach Cj ∈ Ci .Lc do

7: if Ti j > R.pw .l then

8: Break;

9: foreach V ∈ Cj .Lt do

10: if tcurr +Ti j −Ci .err −Cj .err < R.pw .l
and V .n > R.n then

11: Mark V as candidate for R;

pick up the passenger(s) within the pick-up window and have enough available seats to hold the

passengers. Further, the candidates’ existing requests should still meet their deadlines. The pseudo-

code of the proposed algorithm is described in Algorithm 3. For clarity of description, we explain

the algorithm using the example illustrated in Figure 4(b), in which we assume the dispatching

server receives three requests at the same time, namely R1, R2, and R3. The search algorithm checks

each request individually. Taking R1, for example, we first find the resident clusterC1, where R1.pl
is located. Next we search for candidate clusters. A cluster Ci is considered a candidate cluster if

taxis located in Ci can arrive at cluster C1 within the pick-up window:

tcurr +T1i −C1.err −Ci .err ≤ R1.pw .l , (16)

where tcurr is the current time. The algorithm checks all clusters in the ordered listC .t and breaks

when the next cluster fails to satisfy Equation (16). For the example in Figure 4(b), clustersC2,C6,C7

are candidate clusters.

The algorithm next examines each candidate cluster Ci to find out whether there are taxis that

satisfy the following two conditions: (1) the arrival time at Ci is no later than R1.pw .l −T1i +

C1.err +Ci .err , and (2) the taxi has enough empty seats when arriving in cluster Ci . As such, we

can locate a list of candidate taxis for each request.

QA-Share scheduling. After identifying candidates for each request, the scheduling algorithm

next calculates the schedule for these taxis, with the objective of maximizing drivers’ profit and

passengers’ QoS at the same time.

For each request, as in Ma et al. [5], we assume that the order of pick-up/drop-off locations in the

existing schedule remains unchanged while new locations are inserted into the schedule. In other

words, the scheduling algorithm tries to insert the new request’s pick-up and drop-off locations

into the taxi’s delivery schedule while satisfying the following conditions: (1) the requesting pas-

senger(s) can be picked up and delivered before the specified deadlines, (2) there are enough seats

to take the requesting passengers at the pick-up location, and (3) accepting the request increases

the profit of the taxi driver. After examining these conditions with each candidate taxi, we pick

the one that gives the most profit. We maintain a list of maximum delay V .D between any two

points in the current schedule. When a new point i is added to the schedule between j and j + 1,
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ALGORITHM 4: Scheduling Algorithm

Input: A collection of requests R, a set of candidate taxis {R.V } for each request R, a threshold k and a

pricing scheme, arrival time Ta , deadline Td .

Output: Taxi R.v for each request R
1: foreach R ∈ R do

2: foreach taxi ∈ R.V do

3: s ← taxi .s
4: foreach i ∈ s do

5: pDelay = tvlTime (i,R.pl ) + tvlTime (R.pl , i + 1)
6: if pDelay < maxDelay (i, i + 1) then

7: for j = 1 to n do

8: dDelay = tvlTime (j,R.dl ) + tvlTime (R.dl , j + 1)
9: if dTime + pTime < maxDelay (j, j + 1)and Ta < Td then

10: pro = pro f it (snew )
11: if pro > taxi .pro then

12: taxi .pro = pro;

13: taxi .s = snew ;

14: foreach r ∈ R do

15: Dispatch a taxi with max profit

16: foreach taxi chosen by a set of requests R do

17: create a weighted bipartite graph G ′(A ∪ B,E ′), where R is modeled by nodes in A, top-k profitable

taxis for R is modeled by nodes in B, the weight of the edges is equal to the profit for a taxi to serve a

request;

18: max matchinд = HOPCROFT − KARP (G ′);
19: p1 = profit(max matchinд);
20: p2 = profit(taxi servinд several requests );
21: Dispatch the one with maximum profit;

all maximum delays of intervals after the point should be updated:

d = d + (T (j, i ) +T (i, j + 1) −T (j, j + 1)), (17)

whereas all intervals between j and i should be set as

d =min(dj, j+1, R.dt −Ai ), (18)

where Ai denotes the arrival time at point i .
With the help of the list, we could check whether the time delay incurred by inserting R.pl and

R.dl leads to failure in delivery of other passengers.

The scheduling algorithm is as shown in Algorithm 4. We check each candidate insertion for

whether it will lead to failure in delivering other passengers, and whether it can serve the request

before the deadline. If it is a possible insertion, we try to calculate the incurred profit with the

pricing scheme, with the travel time matrix among every two clusters, and mapping locations to

clusters for estimation.

It may happen that a single taxi can be chosen by multiple requests (which are submitted within a

short time frame PW ), in which we say a scheduling conflict has occurred. A conflict can potentially

be addressed in different ways. In the simplest case, we may be able to schedule the candidate taxi

to serve all of the requests. If that is impossible, we keep a subset of requests for the chosen taxi and

schedule the rest of the requests to the other qualified taxis. We achieve this objective by solving

a weighted max bipartite matching problem. In the bipartite graph, one set of nodes is all of the

requests, whereas the other set consists of the candidate taxis. An edge between taxi t and request
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r means t can serve r , where the weight of the edge is the profit if t serves r . We can solve the

maximum weighted bipartite matching problem optimally with the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm [16]

with O (
√
NE) complexity. When we have a large number of nodes but a small number of edges,

this algorithm runs very fast.

About the fairness of the scheduling scheme, for the user, on the one hand, it is able to customize

the parameters and curve of the tips. On the other hand, it can specify the reception time within

the allowed range to balance its own payment and user experience. For the driver, whether to

receive the scheduling request is decided by the server. As mentioned earlier, the purpose of the

calculation is to maximize the entire profit of the drivers. This is an absolutely fair mechanism for

all drivers.

Accordingly, about the online pricing scheme, we first introduce the taxi-sharing benefit. An

online benefit B of serving a new request R for a taxi is given as follows:

B = Pold + τ − Pnew , (19)

where Pold is the regular fare for a distance equal to the old driving route, Pnew is the regular fare

for a distance equal to the new route with R merged, and τ is the separated non-taxi-sharing fare

for the new request R. Thus, the total fare of not taxi-sharing is given by Pold + τ , the regular

fare for the new taxi-sharing distance is given by Pnew , and their difference is the taxi-sharing

benefit B.

After we calculate the taxi-sharing benefit, the remaining part is to share the benefit among the

passengers and the driver according to certain weights. For example, the price for an old passenger

i is given as follows:

pi = p
′
i −

wi∑n
i=0wi

B, (20)

where pi is the new taxi fare, p ′i is the previous taxi fare without sharing a taxi with the new

passenger,w0 is the sharing weight of the driver, andwi is the sharing weight of the ith passenger.

Similarly, the taxi fare for the new passenger is

pi = τ −
wi∑n

i=0wi

B. (21)

We then sum up the fare of the passengers and get the total fare collected by the driver:

P +
w0∑N
i=0wi

�
�

N∑

i=1

τi − P�
�
, (22)

where P is the regular fare of a distance equal to the route of serving all passengers of the day and

τi is the separated non-taxi-sharing fare of passenger i .

4.4 Dynamic Schedule Update

As discussed in Section 1, when more requests are submitted, the dispatching system may need

to recalculate the schedules. As illustrated in Figure 6, we adopt the following update mechanism:

periodically recalculate the schedule using the preceding method, considering both new requests

and those requests that are scheduled but not yet served. Then we update the schedule if it leads

to an increased profit.

With periodic scheduling updates, one may fear that oscillation might occur—a taxi may be

requested to drive toward a different direction after each update, leading to no real progress. To

mitigate oscillation, we propose to update the schedule only when the improved profit is above a

threshold Φ. A large Φ value can effectively mitigate the oscillation likelihood. Indeed, as shown

in Section 5, we did not notice much oscillation with Φ = 2 dollars/request.
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Fig. 6. The schedule of un-served requests may be changed with the update mechanism if a new schedule

can improve the profit by Φ.

5 EVALUATION

5.1 Dataset Description

In our evaluation, we perform a large-scale trace-driven simulation using a real-world taxi trajec-

tory dataset. The dataset contains more than 81 million GPS locations of more than 3,000 taxis

during a period of 3 months, from October to December 2013, in Zhenjiang (a city in Jiangsu,

China). The dataset has the following key attributes: GPS coordinates and taxi status (occupied

or not). Based on the status information, we generate passenger requests—a request’s pick-up and

drop-off locations are the beginning and end locations of an occupied period. In total, we generated

1.8 million requests.

5.2 Evaluation Methodology

5.2.1 Taxi-Sharing Schemes. We compare four dynamic taxi-sharing algorithms: (1) the optimal

integer linear programming algorithm, referred to as Optimal-Share; (2) the heuristic algorithm,

referred to as QA-Share; (3) T-Share discussed in Ma et al. [5]; and (4) a completely distributed

taxi-sharing service without a centralized dispatching server, referred to as Distri-Share, in which

a random taxicab near the request is going to serve the request. In our evaluation, the ground truth

is the original GPS traces of the dataset.

5.2.2 Simulation Initialization. To make simulations more realistic, we use the real taxi status

data in our simulations. Suppose we start simulations from a certain timestamp ts (the simulated

time). We then use each taxicab’s information in the trace before ts as the initial status of that taxi.

Specifically, we start each single simulation at 5 PM and end at 8 PM.

5.2.3 Simulation Scale. Note that the taxi GPS dataset only includes requests that got served,

whereas many requests were un-served in real life due to failure to get a taxi. The motivation of a

taxi-sharing system is to serve these requests that cannot be served in the traditional taxi system.

To accommodate the un-served requests in the simulation, we introduce a request inflation ratio

δ to simulate more requests than are available in the dataset—in our simulations, we combine the

requests during δ days in the dataset as the requests simulated in 1 day. In the dataset, the number

of requests in a single day is about 20,000 on average, and we have δ = 4 unless otherwise specified.

5.2.4 Request Attributes. Note that we can only extract R.pl and R.dl from the dataset. We set

the earliest pick-up time R.pw .e as the arrival time of the request; the latest pick-up time R.pw .l as

R.pw .e + DT , where DT is a tolerable detour time; the delivery deadline R.dt as the sum of R.pw .l
and the average travel time between the pick-up and drop-off locations; the number of passengers

R.n as 1; the tip as a linear decay function, where R.t .α is a random number between 0.5 dollar and

10 dollars; and R.t .β calculated by R.t .α/DT , where DT is 15 minutes unless otherwise specified.
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Fig. 7. Profit vs. delta in busy hours. Fig. 8. Profit vs. delta in leisure hours.

Fig. 9. Profit vs. DT in busy hours. Fig. 10. Profit vs. DT in leisure hours.

5.2.5 System Parameters. We have the following three system parameters: process time win-

dow (or schedule update interval) PW (Section 2.2.3), schedule update threshold Φ (Section 4.4),

and the threshold τ that is used to determine whether to use the optimal ILP scheduling or the

heuristic approach. Unless otherwise specified, we have PW = 3min,Φ = 1.5,τ = 4.

5.3 Simulation Results

Profit. We compare the increased profit with respect to the ground truth (non-sharing profit) by

varying the value of δ with the tolerated detour time (DT ) of 20 minutes. We used the dataset in

busy hours to evaluate QA-Share and the dataset in leisure hours (i.e., 1 AM to 5 AM) to evaluate

Optimal-Share (237 taxicabs).

Figure 7 reports the percentage of increased profit of QA-Share, T-Share, and Distri-Share with

increasing request rate. We have the following observations. First, as the number of requests in-

creases, the percentage of increased profit for all three schemes also increases, demonstrating that

taxi-sharing is a viable solution compared to the traditional non-sharing system. Second, we find

that it is beneficial to have a centralized dispatching server in taxi-sharing. Third, QA-Share results

in higher profit than T-Share, and the improvement can be as high as 38%. Figure 8 evaluates differ-

ent taxi-sharing schemes in leisure hours, and we observe that QA-Share is close to Optimal-Share,

which is the best among all of the schemes.

Figure 9 shows the percentage of increased profit of different sharing schemes with different DT
values during busy hours. Here we observe the same trend as in Figure 7, with QA-Share leading
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Fig. 11. Request service rate vs. delta. Fig. 12. Request service rate vs. DT.

Fig. 13. Distance ratio vs. delta. Fig. 14. Distance ratio vs. DT.

the performance. Figure 10 compares the sharing schemes in leisure hours while varying the DT
value. Again, we observe the same trend as in Figure 8.

The request service rate is the fraction of requests that were served in the simulations. We first

compare the service rates by varying the value of δ during the busy hours and summarize the

results in Figure 11. We observe that as the number of requests increases, the service rate decreases,

and QA-Share performs better than T-Share. We also compare the service rate by varying the

passengers’ tolerable DT (with δ = 5) and show the results in Figure 12. As expected, the service

rate increases when the value of DT increases. In particular, QA-Share performs much better than

T-Share at larger DT values. This is because with larger DT values, the requests are more likely to

be rescheduled for better performance.

Extra travel distance. We use DS to denote the total distance traveled by the taxis with taxi-

sharing and DSR to denote the total distance without taxi-sharing. Usually we have DSR > DS .

The effective distance ratio, DS/DSR , measures the efficiency of the taxi-sharing system. Figure 13

shows the effective distance ratio when varying the value of δ . Results show that when the number

of requests increases, the effective distance ratio for the sharing schemes decreases, since the sys-

tem travels more to serve the requests. In addition, since T-Share aims to minimize travel distance,

it performs better than QA-Share, at a cost of serving fewer requests and gaining less profit.

We also study the effective distance ratio when we vary the passengers’ tolerated DT . We have

δ = 5 in this set of experiments and show the results in Figure 14. As expected, the effective distance

ratio decreases with the increase of DT .
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Fig. 15. Profit vs. PW.
Fig. 16. Running time comparison.

5.4 Evaluation of System Parameters

Process window (PW ). QA-Share recalculates the schedule every PW time. We compare the profit

gain by varying the value of PW . We set DT = 20 minutes in this set of experiments. Figure 15

shows the simulation results. We find that when PW is larger than 5 minutes, or smaller than 1

minute, QA-Share does not fare well in profit gain. This is because large process windows lead

to delayed processing of the requests; a small process window only leads to a small number of

requests to be considered, hence less performance gain.

Algorithm threshold (τ ). This threshold is used to decide whether to use QA-Share or Optimal-

Share when calculating the schedule for a single round. We seek to find a suitable value for τ by

observing the execution time of Optimal-Share. Figure 16 shows the results. We observe that the

execution time of Optimal-Share increases considerably when the number of requests is larger

than 12. In this case, we can set τ = 12.

Update threshold (Φ). We update the schedules if the new schedule has a profit increase larger

than Φ. Here we evaluate the impact of Φ on profit gain and the degree of oscillations. An oscillation

is defined as a taxi traveling to the same location three times in 5 minutes. Figure 16 shows the

simulation results. With the increase of Φ, the percentage of oscillation decreases. The profit gain

reaches the maximum when we have Φ = 1.5. Low update thresholds result in oscillations, whereas

high update thresholds lead to little change to the schedule. We note that even though an update

threshold at 1.5 leads to maximum profit, it also results in 3.2% of oscillations. To experience a

lower oscillation likelihood, we recommend a slightly higher threshold value.

6 RELATED WORK

Resource allocation has been well studied [17–19]. Allocating taxis, however, is different and at-

tracts only a few studies. We review the state-of-the-art work in three categories: taxi-sharing

systems, carpooling, and taxi dispatching systems.

6.1 Taxi-Sharing Systems

Several works [2–5] address the dispatching problem for taxi-sharing. However, they all fall short

of the requirements of a scalable taxi-sharing system that serves real-time user requests. Some

of them dispatch taxis based on simple and insufficient constraints, such as taxi capacity [3] and

the passenger’s preference of gender to share a taxi [2]. Some other studies [4, 5] consider more

practical and general constraints, including the pick-up and drop-off time requirement. CoRide [4]

focuses on static scenarios, in which passengers and taxis are at the same pick-up location (e.g., an
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Fig. 17. Influence of update threshold.

airport). When a new request arrives, CoRide simply inserts the request to the end of an occupied

taxi’s schedule or arranges an empty taxi. T-Share [5] does consider dynamic scenarios, but its

scheduling is rather simplistic: for each new request, it assigns the taxi with the minimum detour

distance without considering the experience of the passengers on the chosen taxi. Once a sharing

schedule is made, it remains unchanged even though new requests may prefer a different schedule.

Some researchers [20] propose a kinetic tree algorithm for dynamic requests and adjusting routes

on the fly. However, they only consider a single request at a time and do not update the schedule

of un-served requests even though a better choice exists.

Besides the requirements mentioned previously for a practical taxi-sharing service, we propose

considering the QoS of passengers in this work. And for the first time, we propose to dynamically

adapt the taxis’ schedule as new requests arrive.

6.2 Carpooling

Carpooling is also known as the Dial-a-Ride problem (DARP), where requests are static—for in-

stance, routes and time schedules are computed in advance with the time constraints and capacity

constraints satisfied. In theory, much research has been conducted on DARP [15, 21]. Since the

DARP is NP-hard [21], only small instances can be solved optimally [15]. Large instances are usu-

ally solved by a two-step algorithm [22]. Specifically, the algorithm first clusters requests to be

served by a single vehicle and then routes each vehicle individually. Taxi-sharing is more chal-

lenging, since both passengers’ requests and positions of taxis are highly dynamic and difficult to

predict, yet we need to serve large-scale real-time requests quickly.

Considerably less research focuses on the dynamic DARP problem, where customer requests

are generated on the fly [23, 24]. These approaches do not consider the QoS of passengers and the

profit of drivers as a whole.

6.3 Taxi Serving Systems

Due to the ubiquitous deployment of GPS devices, the past two decades have witnessed extensive

taxi serving systems. First, several systems are proposed for the benefit of passengers or drivers,

based on the historical taxi traces. Yuan et al. [25] propose to suggest parking places for taxi drivers

where they can find passengers quickly and maximize the profit of the next ride. Zheng et al.

[26] suggest waiting locations for passengers where they can find a taxi more easily. Although

these systems try to serve either drivers or passengers, our system aims to achieve mutual benefit.

Second, taxi dispatching services [27] usually match the nearest vacant taxi for a request, which

can easily be retrieved by indexing the moving objects. In our case, we need to satisfy both time

constraints and capacity constraints. This complication introduces new challenges.

7 CONCLUSION

Taxi-sharing allows occupied taxis to pick up new passengers, promising to greatly reduce the

waiting time for passengers and increase the productivity for drivers. However, if not carefully
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designed, taxi-sharing may cause more harm than benefit. It becomes more difficult to strike the

balance between a driver’s profit and a passenger’s QoS. In this study, we propose a QoS-aware

taxi-sharing system, QA-Share. We formulate the optimization problem using ILP and derive the

optimal solution under a small system scale. When the number of requests and taxis becomes large,

we devise a heuristic algorithm that has a much faster execution time. We evaluate our approach

with a real-world dataset. We will incorporate a more accurate travel time estimation algorithm

to improve the scheduling and calculation of taxi fare in the future.
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